Research Data Alliance in the United States

RDA-US Members

- Individual US Members: 2,346 (~ 21.3% of all RDA members)
- Over 80 IG / WG Co-chairs
- US Council Members: Robert Hanisch, Rebecca Koskela (ex officio)
- TAB Members: Christine Kirkpatrick, Sara Ramdeen, Rob Quick, Jane Wyngaard
- 19 Organizational Members (OA)

NSF-Funded Adoption Projects

- Deep Carbon Observatory Adoption of RDA Recommendations
- Paleobiology Database Adoption of RDA Scalable Dynamic Data Citation Methodology
- Interoperable Data Archiving and Migration Capabilities
- SEAGrid Science Gateway: Adoption of the PID Kernel Information and Data Type Registry Utilizing the E-RPID Testbed toward FAIR Scientific Workflows

RDA Webinars

Check out the recent RDA-US hosted COVID-19 webinars:

- Understanding the Impact of the RDA COVID-19 Recommendations
- Data-sharing in Epidemiology: COVID-19 Research and Beyond

RDA Adoption Stories

Watch the Playlist!  Share Your Adoption Stories

RDA Response to COVID-19

~ 65 US members contributed to the creation of the RDA COVID-19 Guidelines and Recommendations for Data-sharing

How Can We Better Serve Our US Members?

Please share your answers and suggestions in this short survey.

For more information, please visit https://www.rd-alliance.org/about-rda-us
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